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DISCOUNT WITH TRIZMA
BENEFIT CARD:

Publishing house Laguna was
founded in 1998. From the
modest beginnings with several
published titles in a year, they
have come to the production of
over 300 published titles annually
and thus are one of the largest
publishing houses in the country,
and in the region.

Laguna has been successfully
operating for more than 15 years
and builds its reputation as a
publishing leader with proven
values. During the many years of
doing business, Laguna's interests
are inextricably intertwined with
the interests of the people and the
community in which it operates.
To take over part of its own
responsibility, Laguna has taken a
strategic focus on continuous
investment in the local community
and local projects.

SERBIA

• Laguna`s editions - 25%
• Other publishers - 10%
• Gift program - 10%
• Birthday discount (that

day at max 3 Laguna
books) - 40%

A discount can be obtained
by using the Trizma benefit
card and Laguna Readers
club card in each Laguna
bookshop in all the cities in
Serbia.

www.laguna.rs
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Founded in 1994, after 12 years
of successful work, VIZIM
polyclinic was re-registered as
the First Private Health Center
"VIZIM". VIZIM consists of more
than 40 permanent medical
doctors and other medical
technicians.

The working part of the Health
Center consists of specialist clinics,
ultrasound-doppler cabinet,
cardiac cabinet, EEG brain
apparatus, gynecological surgery
with colposcopy, physical medicine
with hydro and kinesis therapy,
lasers, magnets, bio structs, and
ultrasound.

STARI GRAD
NOVI BEOGRAD
NOVI SAD

20% discount on medical
services:
General medicine / Family
doctor Internal Medicine /
Cardiology US Diagnosis Physical
medicine and rehabilitation
Dentistry Gynecology Pediatric
Ophthalmology ORL
Rheumatology Psychological
Counseling Labor Medicine
Laboratory Center.

*discount also applies to family
members
A discount can be obtained by
using the Trizma benefit card in
the Vizim Health Center in
Belgrade and Novi Sad.

www.vizim.co.rs

DISCOUNT WITH TRIZMA
BENEFIT CARD:
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General Hospital MediGroup is the
largest private hospital in Serbia.
Within the framework of the
modern laboratory, the diagnostic
department with the most modern
equipment, Polyclinic with a Day
Hospital, Surgery with the most
represented surgical branches and
the largest private Maternity home
in Serbia.

BANOVO BRDO
NOVI BEOGRAD
VRACAR
LION
NEIMAR
DORCOL

10% discount on specialist
examinations and reviews of
general practitioners at
MediGroup's health centers; 5%
discount on laboratory services -
discount does not apply to Ph
findings. 5% on MRI (magnetic
resonance), MSCT (scanner) in
MediGroup General Hospital and
mammography at Health center
Dr Ristic, MediGroup General
Hospital 5% on gastroscopy,
colonoscopy, cystoscopy in
MediGroup General
Hospital 5% discount in
MediGroup Pharmacies.

A discount can be obtained by
using the Trizma benefit card in
the general hospital MediGroup
and 7 MediGroup Health Centers
in Belgrade.

www.bolnica.medigroup.rs

MediGroup is the first private
healthcare system in Serbia,
comprising eight health centers,
three specialist and one general
hospital (created by the
association of the Health Center
"Jedro", the Health Center
"DrRistić" and the Special
Gynecological Hospital Jevremova
with a maternity ward).

DISCOUNT WITH TRIZMA
BENEFIT CARD:
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Biochemical laboratory BioMedica
was founded in 1998 in Belgrade.
The Institute for Laboratory
Diagnostics BioMedica was founded
in 2005 in Belgrade. All tests are
performed on automated
hematological, biochemical
and immunochemical analyzers that
are networked ith the computer
system, which enables high precision
and accuracy in operation.

The institute also provides field
services, that is, the services of taking
samples at the patient’s apartment
and submitting a test report to a
specific address. At the request of its
users, the Institute for Laboratory
Diagnostics, BioMedica, introduced
24-hour working hours. For most
analyzes, they are obtained within a
few minutes to a few hours.

SERBIA

20% discount on
hematological, biochemical
analysis, hormone and tumor
marker analysis, blood drug
level, virologic,
immunological and
allergology analysis and all
tests in the field of
microbiology and
pathophysiology.

A discount can be obtained by 
using the Trizma benefit card 
in "BioMedica"laboratories in 
all the cities in Serbia.

www.biomedicazavod.rs

DISCOUNT WITH TRIZMA
BENEFIT CARD:
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Travel agency FILIP TRAVEL has
been founded in1993 in Belgrade
- today it is one of the leading
tour operators in Serbia and have
been known as the agency with
the highest quality and the most
comprehensive offer for skiers.

Now with its wide summer offer,
Filip Travel includes the most
beautiful destinations of the
Mediterranean (Greek Islands,
Turkey, Mallorca and Costa Brava in
Spain, Sicily and Malta, Egypt and
Tunisia). As well as planned tours in
metropolises such as Rome, Paris,
Berlin, Amsterdam, Barcelona,
Lisbon...

VRACAR
CENTAR
NOVI BEOGRAD
ZARKOVO
NOVI SAD Discount refers to the total

package arrangement (no tax)
regardless of whether it is the
BUS or AIRPLANE +
accommodation. 7% discount
on all destinations when
paying cash in full. 5%
discount on all destinations
when paying out the rates.
Discount is not applicable on
last minute offer.

Discount can be obtained by
using the Trizma benefit card
at the Filip Travel Agency in
Belgrade and Novi Sad.

www.filiptravel.rs

DISCOUNT WITH TRIZMA
BENEFIT CARD:
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Odeon World Travel agency has
become one of the leading travel
agencies in Serbia and a member
of YUTA since its inception, with
the license of the Ministry of
Tourism OTP 5/2013.

Odeon World Travel Agency
organizes summer, winter, wellness &
spa, city break arrangements, as well
as thearrangements for distant and
exotic destinations and cruise. Also,
they are organizing seminars and
congresses in the country and
abroad, as well as selling air tickets to
the whole world.

BEOGRAD
NOVI SAD
ARANDELOVAC
VELIKA PLANA
PANCEVO 15% discount on Delta

Generali’s Travel Health
Insurance premium for
employees and their family
members and 10% discount
on the organization of all
types of meetings and trips.

A discount can be obtained
by using the Trizma benefit
card at the Odeon World
Travel Agency in all branch
offices in Serbia.

www.odeontravel.rs

DISCOUNT WITH TRIZMA
BENEFIT CARD:
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LAVLI TRAVEL travel agency is
located in the center of Belgrade
at Budimska 7. They are well
known for organizing group trips
to European cities, but also have a
good offer for individual
arrangements. In Lavli Travel you
can book hotels and air tickets for
the whole world.

Agency Lavli travel owns the
license of the travel organizer OTP
10/2013 from 27.02.2013. They
specialized for European
destinations: Prague, Vienna,
Budapest, Istanbul, Venice, Rome,
Barcelona, Zurich...

STARI GRAD

10% on cities, excursions,
trips in Serbia 5% for last
minute, happy hours,
holidays and already
discounted offers.

A discount can be obtained
by using the Trizma benefit
card at the Lavli Travel
Agency in all branch office in
Belgrade.

www.lavli.rs

DISCOUNT WITH TRIZMA
BENEFIT CARD:
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Atelier 212 was the first theater in
Eastern Europe to play "Waiting for
Godot," Samuel Becket, in 1956.At
the stage of Atelje 212, new plays
by contemporary local and foreign
authors are played, to which the
theater gives its very recognizable
seal. During its 60 years of its
existence, Atelje 212 has grown into
one of the most important theaters
from this area.

Atelje 212 Theater began its life in
1956, with the premier concert
performance of Gete's "Faust"
with only 212 seats in the theater.
They wanted to establish a theater
that would also be organized
differently from the existing ones,
which would not be an institution.

BELGRADE, 
STARI GRAD

20% discount on all
theatrical performances. The
discount is applicable on two
cards per one benefit card
for one theater
performance.

A discount can be obtained
by using the Trizma benefit
card at the Atelje 212
Theater.

www.atelje212.rs

DISCOUNT WITH TRIZMA
BENEFIT CARD:
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The Cervantes Institute is also
engaged: By organizing the DELE
exam (Diploma of Spanish as a
Foreign Language) as well as by
issuing certificates and official
diplomas for the students of our
courses. Organizing Spanish
courses. Organizing training
courses for the professor of
Spanish language. By providing
support to Hispanics in their
activities. Stimulating cultural
activities and cooperating with
other organizations.

The Cervantes Institute, a Spanish
cultural center, established in
1991, is present in 87 cities in 44
countries on all continents. The
Cervantes Institute in Belgrade
was officially opened in 2004 in
the presence of the Spanish royal
family. It is located in the city
centerat the corner of Cika Ljubina
and Knez Mihailova Street.

BELGRADE,
STARI GRAD

All employees at Trizma have a
10% discount on Spanish
language courses at the
Cervantes Institute. The
discount can be combined with
other discounts up to a
maximum of 15%.

A discount can be obtained
by using the Trizma benefit
card at the Cervantes
Institute.

www.belgrado.cervantes.es

DISCOUNT WITH TRIZMA
BENEFIT CARD:
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Languages can be taught either
through multimedia lessons or
through individual classes. Classes
are held only in a language that is
taught, without translation, and
the student will be able to
pronounce the basic sentence
after the first hour! Berlitz has
courses that are divided into 8
levels, from A1 to C2 level.

Berlitz is the oldest center for foreign
languages in the world and the first
Berlitz Language Center in Serbia has
been opened in 1914 in Belgrade. In
addition to the standard languages
offered in group learning, Berlitz can
also offer the following languages:
Dutch, Hungarian, Czech,
Portuguese, Japanese, Chinese,
Albanian, Vietnamese, Bulgarian,
Norwegian, Arabic.

SLAVIJA
NOVI BEOGRAD
BANOVO BRDO
DEDINJE

15% discount for employees
of Trizma on all Berlitz
programs, including
programs for their children.
Discounts are not limited to
weather campaigns
organized by
Berlitz.

A discount can be obtained
by using the Trizma benefit
card in Berlitz Centers at 4
locations.

www.berlitz.co.rs

DISCOUNT WITH TRIZMA
BENEFIT CARD:
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Today, they have become a school
recommended by other web
designers and developers. School
in which everybody learn. Web
design and programming school
from which come out experts and
89% of them are working with the
web design or programming right
after the school. Today, Krojaceva
skola is a team whose greatest joy
is a successful student.

In 2003 it all started out as a
game, but well designed. They
carefully planned each step and
put every wish and goal "on
paper", designed the business
plan, tied the tailoring apron and
set off in the adventure.

ONLINE

40% of the total price of
services provided by online
courses. The discount does
not apply to courses that are
already on a discount.

A discount can be obtained
by using the Trizma benefit
card in Krojaceva skola.

www.krojacevaskola.com

DISCOUNT WITH TRIZMA
BENEFIT CARD:
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Games will induce you to use
logic, teamwork, power of
perception and imagination to
solve the puzzles that are in front
of you. Escape Mania invites you
to visit Robin Hood, Kafana
Jugoslavije and Voodoo Tales
escape room games.

The Escape Room Games are
designed to take you for a certain
period of time, usually 60 minutes,
into a whole new, real world in which
you and your team are taking on new
and exciting roles. There are no
restrictions in terms of years,
education or anything else. If you
enjoy a delightful story, an authentic
atmosphere and a mystery, games in
Escape Mania are perfect for you.

BELGRADE,
STARI GRAD

10% discount for all games
in Escape Mania.

A discount can be obtained
by using the Trizma benefit
card in Escape Mania.

www.escapemania.rs

DISCOUNT WITH TRIZMA
BENEFIT CARD:
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They offer various types of
massages (relax, anti-stress,
massage with hot volcanic stones,
lymphatic drainage,
aromatherapy, sports massage,
volcanic, body relax, anticellulite
and treatments with caviar,
enzymatic, oxygen...

Body Relax Spa is an ideal place to
relax after a busy day. Body relax
center was established with the
desire to be an oasis of peace and
to welcome everyone who wants
to establish balance of body, mind
and spirit.

BELGRADE,
STARI GRAD

15% discount on all
Massages and treatments.
The discount
is not applicable to
treatments already on the
discount.

A discount can be obtained
by using the Trizma benefit
card at the Body relax Spa
Center.

www.bodyrelax.rs

DISCOUNT WITH TRIZMA
BENEFIT CARD:
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As part of the services offered by
Bali Detox Center, there are various
types of massages: Bali Detox
Massage, Relax Massage, Ayurveda
Massage, Anti Stress Massage,
Sports Massage, Volcanic Stones
Massage, Massage of Head and
Face, Yoga Massage, Fitness
Massage, Anti-Cellulite Massage,
Therapeutic massage and foot
massage (reflexology).

In a pleasant exotic ambiance, center
of Belgrade there is a center for
psychophysical rest, relaxation and
detoxification of the organism. The
specialty of the Bali Detox Center is to
cleanse the body through the feet.
The feet are often called "the other
heart," because each of them has
more than 70 acupuncture points, as
well as thousands of nerve endings
that are linked to the brain of the
heart and other organs.

BELGRADE,
STARI GRAD

10% discount on all types of
professional massages, face
treatments, detoxification
treatments for the body,
treatments to quit smoking,
as well as for the purchase
of gift vouchers.

A discount can be obtained
by using the Trizma benefit
card at the Bali Detox Center.

www.balidetox.com

DISCOUNT WITH TRIZMA
BENEFIT CARD:
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The modern pace of life, filled
with stress, brings us numerous
obligations. By caring for clients
health and beauty, Fizijatrik i
Estetik gives the opportunity to
get away from everyday hustle
and relax body and mind, their
motto is the better you feel inside,
the more beautiful you will feel
outside.

Center for Physical Medicine and
Rehabilitation FIzijatrik i Estetik are
based on several basic principles.
The rehabilitation program
combines kinesitherapy with non-
invasive specialized manual
techniques, as well as modalities
of physical therapy using the latest
generation devices of famous
world manufacturers.

BELGRADE,
STARI GRAD

Discount of 10% on all
services from Fizijatrik i
Estetik's offer, without
program that has been
already on discount.

A discount can be obtained
by using the Trizma benefit
card at the Fizijatrik i Estetik.

www.fizijatrikiestetik.com

DISCOUNT WITH TRIZMA
BENEFIT CARD:
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Halo Torta is well known for
keeping up with trends in pastry
with years of experience in
designing, decorating and making
cakes from the most quality
ingredients. They are doing
everything to make every wish of
their customers come true.

Halo Ketering brings you home-
made, tasty and quality service. If
you need a catering for children's
birthday party, a celebration, a
wedding reception, a business
celebration or some other
important event, they will take care
of the food organization.

NOVI BEOGRAD

10% on the total price of the
service Halo Torte and Halo
Ketering provide, for a
savory and sweet food
program with the minimum
cost for delivery.

A discount can be obtained
by using the Trizma benefit
card at Halo Torta and Halo
Ketering.

www.halotorta.com
www.haloketering.com

DISCOUNT WITH TRIZMA
BENEFIT CARD:
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The ships daily cruise the Danube
and the Sava River, giving Belgrade
citizens and all guests of Belgrade
the opportunity to enjoy the view
of the Sava River in the Danube and
the panoramic views of Belgrade
from the river. They annually
transport more than 150,000
passengers. There is a complete
catering service on ships. It is
possible to organize all kinds of
celebrations (weddings, birthdays,
baptisms ...).

The Yachting Club "Kej" is located
on one of the most beautiful spots
on the Novi Beograd coast of the
Danube river – in the immediate
vicinity of the mouth of the Sava
River in the Danube, near the
Friendship Park. The company
"Yachting Club Kej" was founded in
2006 and today has in its fleet five
passenger ships.

NOVI BEOGRAD

10% discount for the
cruising ticket, renting the
boat and personal parties
(discount is not applicable
for a la card food and drinks
on the ship).

A discount can be obtained
by using the Trizma benefit
card in Yachting Club Kej.

www.klubkej.com

DISCOUNT WITH TRIZMA
BENEFIT CARD:
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They are famous for live music
bend that play pop and rock.
Azbuka is good for night out but
also grabbing coffee during the
day and eating out great food
from their rich menu.

Azbuka is a bar and a restaurant
located in a city center. It is
located in the building of a Vuk
Karadzic’s endowment. It has a
hidden garden an it is a real gem
of Belgrade.

BELGRADE,
STARI GRAD

20% on final amount of a
bill.

A discount can be obtained
by using the Trizma benefit
card in Azbuka.

011 4077364

DISCOUNT WITH TRIZMA
BENEFIT CARD:
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Krempro is a company that in a
short period managed to gain the
trust of many bakers, fast food
restaurants, cooked meals
restaurants, and often our cakes
can be found on family tables,
celebrations, children’s birthdays.

For five years Krempro has been
successfully committed with the
production and distribution of
fresh cakes to bakeries,
restaurants and shops.

NOVI BEOGRAD

Special prices for Trizma
benefit card users - up to
15% discount

A discount can be obtained
by using the Trizma benefit
card in Krem Pro Cakes.

www.kremprokolaci.com

DISCOUNT WITH TRIZMA
BENEFIT CARD:
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Kamicak playroom is located in
the Sava Center. It occupies an
area of over 600m2 divided into a
part for children and a part for
adults. The room is soundly
isolated, but parents can watch
their children all the time through
the glass.

For seven years, the Kamicak
children's playroom is filled with
the laughter and joy of children. In
a playful atmosphere of safe and
clean space, children play, explore
and learn through an interactive
game under the watchful eye of
our animators.

NOVI BEOGRAD

40% discount on rental
services for birthday
celebrations, discount does
not apply to food and
drinks.

A discount can be obtained
by using the Trizma benefit
card in Kamicak.

www.kamicak.rs

DISCOUNT WITH TRIZMA
BENEFIT CARD:
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In Trefolino's stores special
attention is paid to the details that
make shopping as pleasant as
possible. Their business goal is to
inspire our youngest with a diverse
range of products and contribute
to their proper growth,
development, creativity and
imagination.

Tref line doo has been operating
since 2003 and is one of the
leaders in importing and
distributing quality toys. So far, 22
retail stores have been opened in
the largest cities in Serbia:
Belgrade, Novi Sad, Niš, Kragujevac,
Krusevac, Leskovac, Pancevo,
Smederevo, Valjevo and Pozarevac.

BELGRADE
NOVI SAD
NIŠ
KRAGUJEVAC
KRUSEVAC
LESKOVAC
PANCEVO
SMEDEREVO
VALJEVO
POZAREVAC

10% on every bill in all
Trefolino stores.

A discount can be obtained
by using the Trizma benefit
card in Trefolino stores.

www.trefolino.rs

DISCOUNT WITH TRIZMA
BENEFIT CARD:
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Zabac is also an ideal place for
birthday celebrations, both for
the youngest and the elderly.
Different packages are customized
to suit everyone's needs. They are
also known for organizing fun
team buildings.

You can visit Zabac bowling alley at
four locations in Serbia. They offer
10 different sport games, with
bowling as the most popular sport.
This sport is recommended for
everyone to relax after a stressful
day. Everyone, from 7 to 77 year
can play bowling. Beside bowling,
there are also tournaments in
darts, table football, billiards ...

ZEMUN
NOVI BEOGRAD
VIDIKOVAC
NOVI SAD

20% of the total price for
renting bowling lane and
equipment.

A discount can be obtained
by using the Trizma benefit
card and Zabac.

www.zabac.rs

DISCOUNT WITH TRIZMA 
BENEFIT CARD:
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At M S Rent a Car there is also
possibility of vehicles delivery to
the required address, as per
request. Also, there is a option of a
personal driver service. Special
benefits are offered to customers
for vehicles that are rented for a
longer period of time.

M S Rent a car offers affordable
prices and a great range of vehicles
for anyone who want to rent a car
in Belgrade quickly and without
any hidden costs. No matter why
you’re traveling to Belgrade, you
can count on M S fleet of new
rental cars to get you wherewher
you want in comfort..

VOZDOVAC

10% discount on rental of
any available vehicle from
the offer.

A discount can be obtained
by using the Trizma benefit
card in M S Rent a car.

msrentacar011@gmail.com

DISCOUNT WITH TRIZMA
BENEFIT CARD:

mailto:msrentacar011@gmail.com
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Art Petrol currently have over
business philosophy: "Fast service,
top quality product, prices adapted
to our standard, satisfied
customers"!

ART PETROL Gas station started
operating in 2010 with only one
sales station in Belgrade. After only
four years, they increased the
number of Art Petrol gas stations to
17, most of which are located in
Belgrade and its wider area.

SERBIA

Discount on fuel prices on all Art
Petrol gas stations in accordance
with their business policy. Users
can get all information about
discount and their exact
amounts by calling the phone
number + 381 69 2292170 – the
number is shown on the back of
each card.

A discount can be obtained by
using the Trizma benefit card and
the Art Petrol Loyalty card in all
stations in Serbia.

www.artpetrol.rs

*To obtain Art Petrol loyality card
please ccontact Trizma benefit
team!

DISCOUNT WITH TRIZMA
BENEFIT CARD:
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Over time, they have become the
leading brand in the territory of
former Yugoslavia that creates an
authentic underwear, sleeping
program and beach program.
Today, Extreme Intimo has 107
specialized stores in 8 countries:
Serbia, Bosnia and Herzegovina,
Croatia, Macedonia, Slovenia,
Montenegro, the Czech Republic
and Russia.

The Extreme Intimo story begins in
1992 with a clear vision. They
believe that what goes directly to
our skin must be fine and soft, so
they try to use only natural
materials. By following the latest
fashion trends, they tirelessly
create a rich and varied range of
products that makes them a
favorite family brand.

SERBIA

10% discount on the
purchase
of Extreme Intimo products.
And additional benefits for
Trizma employees in the
form of an additional
discount on certain
collections.

A discount can be obtained
by using the Trizma benefit
card and the Extreme Intimo
Loyalty card in all shops in
Serbia.

www.extremeintimo.com

DISCOUNT WITH TRIZMA
BENEFIT CARD:
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The main principle for which their
work is recognized is that all the
clothes are made from natural
fabrics and in a pleasant, homelike
working atmosphere. Their
philosophy is that the quality of
fabric composition is not the only
thing that makes the clothes
pleasant, comfortable to wear and
healthy, but also the way and the
conditions in which it is produced.

Fashion brand Rooshka began it's
story in 2017. It is designed for
business women who do not fit
into official dressing stereotypes.
The wardrobe is feminine, colorful
and with attractive patterns.

BELGRADE

20% of the total price on
products from the new
collection. Discount does not
apply to products that has
been already on a discount.

A discount can be obtained by
using the Trizma benefit card
at Rooshkastore (please
attach a photo of your benefit
card while shopping online).

www.rooshkastore.com

DISCOUNT WITH TRIZMA
BENEFIT CARD:
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Cold Pressok detox programs are
designed to rejuvenate and alkalize
the body and provide our bodies
with a large amount of vitamins,
minerals and enzymes. There are
several levels of detox programs,
and the length of the program
depends on what we want to
achieve. The three-day program will
begin the process of toxin clearance
and blood circulation. Five-day
program can begin the process of
strengthening the immune system,
while ten day progam can actually
prevent health problems.

Due to air pollution and the
chemicals in the food and water, the
level of "toxins" in the body
increases, so we have to help our
body release them from time to time
- and that`s when Cold Pressok
cleaning program comes in! Cold
Pressok cleaning program is the first
nutrition program of 100% raw and
organic cold-pressed fruit and
vegetable juices that will replace your
daily meals.

BELGRADE

20% discount on the total price
of
the selected detox package. The
iscount applies to all future
orders according to the detox
programs presented on the
official Cold Pressok website.
Discount does not apply to the
purchase of juices in retail
stores.

A discount can be obtained by
using the Trizma benefit card
during online purchase or order by
the phone (please show your
benefit card to a supplier while
receiveng the package).

www.coldpressok.com

DISCOUNT WITH TRIZMA
BENEFIT CARD:
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DISCOUNT WITH TRIZMA
BENEFIT CARD:

The effectiveness in injuries treatment
is 99% successful thanks to the
modern computerized technology, the
application programmed to the
specific injury and the COMPEX
electro - muscular stimulator. World
of sport has achieved a lot in the
prevention and reduction of body
weight, fitness training, correction of
body deformities, strengthening of
weakened muscles, stretching of
shortened muscles and improvement
of psychophysical state.

World Of Sport is a place where both
kids and adults can work out and be
physically active. Through team work
and a program of educated trainers of
the Faculty of Sport and Physical
Education and senior physical
therapists, with years of experience in
their practical work with recreation
and athletes, to each client is
approached individually and every
program is tailored to the client's
specific needs.

NOVI BEOGRAD

20% discount for Trizma
employeesand 10% for family
members on the following
services: Kids school of
sports, therapy, personal
trainings and massages.

www.wos.rs

Discount can be obtained by
using Trizma benefit card in
WOS.
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DISCOUNT WITH TRIZMA
BENEFIT CARD:

Also, users can order a ride in any
part of the city with a single click
and check in advance how long it
will take, depending on traffic
jams in the city.
CarGO says that the price, quality
and the lack of nightly tariffs are
what set them apart on market.
Online payment is completely
secure, transparent and after
every ride users receive a
confirmation mail.

CAR: GO has been founded in 2016
with the idea to make everyday urban
transportation easier - customers can
order and pay for their ride through
an app installed on their phone.
Customer enters the starting point
and destination in application and
then receives a photo of the driver
with a map showing vehicle location,
arriving time and estimated cost of a
ride.

5% discount on total ride
cost.

Discount can be obtained by
entering Trizma promo in the

application.
Employees receive a new
code at the beginning of
each month.

www.appcargo.net

BELGRADE


